
Surveillance cameras can find the face of one person in a crowd of 50,000.FACT:

What’s new?
Subject: Technology
Function: Describing pictures
Grammar: Present and past simple passives

Before you open the book …
Write the title of the Unit on the board and ask students: What does this mean to you? Elicit reactions and
teach new vocabulary as it arises. Students may answer, for example, There are cameras everywhere. Ask: What
are these cameras called? Elicit / teach the phrase CCTV cameras (closed circuit television cameras). Then ask:
How do you feel when you are walking along a street or train platform, and you see a CCTV camera? Elicit
reactions and teach new vocabulary as it arises. Typical answers might be, I feel safe / I feel angry because it
means I have no privacy.

Write The BIG question on the board. If you want
to explore the question a little, ask: What does
security mean to you? Give a model answer such as,
Security means that I have a job with regular money.
Elicit answers. Similarly, ask: What does privacy
mean to you? Elicit answers such as, Privacy means
that people don’t know too much about me. Students
will have an opportunity to respond to the FACT
in activity B below.

Picture notes
(a) This picture shows people on a train
platform (it happens to be on the London
Underground). They are obviously being
monitored by a surveillance camera.
(b) This picture shows a security officer
monitoring images from CCTV cameras.
(c) In this picture, a road sign tells motorists
that there are speed cameras on the road. This
photograph was taken in Australia, where speed
limits on roads are strongly enforced — even in
the remote outback. Australia and Canada use
kilometres per hour. Britain and the USA use
miles per hour. The general speed limit in
Australia is 100 kph, even slower than the usual
speed limit in the USA of 65 mph (about 105
kph). In Britain the general speed limit is 70
mph (112 kph).

2 PREVIEW

Background information / Internet references
CCTV stands for Closed Circuit Television. CCTV
is the use of television cameras for surveillance.
It was first used as a way of increasing security
in banks. Airports and casinos, that had a
similar need for high security, then started
using them. Surveillance cameras are now
increasingly used in public places, for example,
on the high street, in shopping malls, in
underground stations. They can also be used as
part of a home security system.

There is a lot of argument about whether
CCTV deters criminals. However, it is clear that
CCTV use reduces crime in certain places such
as car parks. It is also agreed that surveillance
cameras can be effective in detecting crime.
CCTV is now routinely used to track missing
children. In London, the 2005 July 7 suicide
bombers were identified through the use of
CCTV. However, the use of CCTV in shopping
streets, housing estates and on roads is
regarded by many as a worrying form of social
control. Britain now has more CCTV cameras
than any other country in the world. In some
places, people can connect their own domestic
TV sets to the CCTV network and watch
everything going on their own community area.
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Some people think this an important way of
improving local security, and others think it is
giving neighbours power over each other which
might lead to blackmail. To find out about the
advantages and disadvantages of surveillance,
see:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/uk/2071496.stm
http://www.findarticles.com/p/articles/mi_m0
EPF/is_2_103/ai_107896318
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/main.jhtml?
xml=/news/2004/10/25/nscho25.xml
http://www.newscientist.com/article.ns?id=dn3
725
http://63.135.115.158/article.asp?ID=569
http://www.secureeng.co.uk/cctvfacts.htm
http://www.liberty-human-
rights.org.uk/privacy/cctv.shtml
http://www.privacyinternational.org/article.sht
ml?cmd[347]=x-347-73837
http://www.iee.org/oncomms/circuit/members
/Paper_J%20Doonan.doc

Words

A After students have matched the photos with
the sentences, check they understand these words:
to track (to follow someone by using special
equipment), to monitor (to regularly check or watch
something or someone). Instead of using the
sentences to teach new language, you could instead
ask students to describe the pictures. Example
answers:
(a)This picture shows people on a train platform.
There are circles round their heads. This probably
means that there are cameras on the platform.
(b) In this photo, a man is watching CCTV screens.
(c) In this picture, cars are going along a road.
There is a sign that says there are speed cameras on
the road.
Use the photos to teach these words and phrases:
speed camera, security officer.

B These adjectives may need explaining: horrified
(very shocked), reassured (made to feel less worried

about something). Ask students to explain their
reactions, eg I feel reassured because it means the
police can find criminals.
C One way to do this activity is, for each
question, to ask those who agree to put up their
hands. Count the numbers and write the result on
the board. Then ask those who disagree to put up
their hands. Again, count the numbers and write
the result on the board.

Language

This section introduces the present and past
simple passive. If the structure is new to the class,
you may want to present it before doing the
activities in the book. Here is a suggestion for how
to present it. Ask the students: Where do they grow
rice? Elicit and write on the board: They grow rice
in (India). Follow on by asking and eliciting
answers to similar questions, writing the answers
on the board:
• Where do we find diamonds? We find

diamonds in Africa, Russia…
• Where do they make the best cars? They make

the best cars in …
• Where do they produce the best leather? They

produce the best leather in …
• Where do they catch the biggest fish? They

catch the biggest fish in …
Now ask the students who we are referring to when
we say they / we in these sentences. Do we know? Is
it important? Elicit the fact that this information is
not important. Now write the first two sentences as
passives:
• Rice is grown in India.
• Diamonds are found in South Africa.

Ask students if these sentences mean the same as
the first two sentences on the board. Point out that
they do, but that now, the objects of the first two
sentences have become the subjects, and the most
important words in the sentences are rice and
diamonds.
Point out that is / are are the present simple of to be
and that grown / found are the past participles of the
verbs in the first two sentences. Explain that this
structure is called the passive voice and that we use
it when we are not interested in the subject of the

2 PREVIEW Words A Answers
A 1 c 2 a 3 b
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3 READING CD 2 (Red) track 6, Page 29 SB

This article describes how an electronic surveillance
system called Poseidon saved a young Frenchman
from drowning in his local swimming pool. The
story is true and was reported all over France. Since
then, there have been other instances in other
countries including Britain, of this system saving
lives in swimming pools. See the whole story (in
French) from the company which developed the
system:
http://www.poseidon-tech.com/fr/pressRelease
001128.html

Before students read the passage, ask them to
look at the diagram and pictures and then try to
deduce what the article is about. Use the diagram
and pictures to teach relevant vocabulary items, eg
lifeguard, save, drown, signal, electronic surveillance

sentence. Ask students to put the other three
sentences into the passive:
• The best cars are made in……
• The best leather is produced in ……
• The biggest fish are caught in ……

Now ask students to put the present simple
sentences into the past simple passive. If they have
understood the principle they should not find this
difficult: Rice was grown in India. / Diamonds were
found in South Africa etc.

A At this point, elicit from students that the first
sentence uses the active voice, while the second
sentence uses the passive voice.
B Elicit the fact that we don’t know who
performed the actions in the sentences and we aren’t
interested. It’s not important information. That is
why the passive is used in these sentences. Point out
the use of by in the second sentence: by speed
cameras. Elicit the fact that this is where you put the
subject of the active sentence, if you want to use it.
C Explain that in the active sentence, the subject
(speed camera) is the most important part of the
sentence. However, in the passive sentence, the
object of the active sentence (thousands of drivers)
becomes the focus of the sentence. Suggest to the
class that they use the useful word ‘they’ as the
subject of these sentences.

2 Preview Ideas A / B / C
Suggested answers

A The Reading text is about the use of surveillance
cameras to save people from drowning.

B they refers to surveillance cameras; the cameras
might also watch out for terrorists carrying
bombs.

C they (the cameras) are watching out for people
who show signs of drowning.

2 PREVIEW Language A / B / C Answers
A 1 Yes
2 Sentence 1: speed cameras

Sentence 2: thousands of drivers
3 Sentence 1: speed cameras

Sentence 2: thousands of drivers
B 1 is programmed
2 was invented, were introduced
3We don’t really know the answers. Computer
programmers, inventors, scientists.
4No, it isn’t.
C Sentence 1: They program the computer to
recognise swimmers.
Sentence 2: Think of your life before they
invented the answering machine.
Sentence 3: Think of your grandparents’ lives
before they introduced the television and
aeroplane.

Ideas

Check students understand the vocabulary in
the sentences. Encourage them to speculate in
answer to the questions, but don’t give any
answers. They will have their answers as soon as
they read the passage on the opposite page.
Optional activity: Have a discussion about
whether CCTV cameras are a good thing. As
the basis for the discussion, use the article
recommended in the Web reference above.

Key words / expressions
• drown • splash • sink • unconscious
• electronic surveillance system
• lifeguard • to connect • to program
• device • to beep • to detect
• save (life) • to invent • fingerprint
• terrorist • bomb • signal
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With regard to the question, How do you feel
about it? students may give answers such as I think
surveillance systems are a good idea, they keep us
safe. Before you start the discussion, you may want
to tell students a bit about a famous novel called
1984, which describes the abuse of surveillance in
a police state (see Background information
below.)

If students are not very confident about
performing this role play, choose two of the most
confident students to act it out. Afterwards, the
class can offer corrections and improvements and
you can write these on the board. The class will
then go into the role play feeling more confident.

Background information / Internet reference
The world-famous novel 1984 by George Orwell
was first published in 1949. It describes a future
social system that allows no privacy — people
are even watched in their own homes. There
are police known as the Thought Police and
their job is to monitor what you think. The book
is a warning of how systems of surveillance
could be misused in a police state. The novel
had and still has an enormous effect on people’s
attitudes towards surveillance. In the book, the
government authorities are known as Big
Brother, and there are placards everywhere that
warn, Big Brother is watching you. To find a
summary of the plot of 1984, go to this website:
www.online-literature.com/orwell/1984
5 LISTEN IN CD 1 (Blue) track 6, Page 30 SB

system (shown in the diagram – computer,
underwater cameras, monitor). Elicit students’
deductions and then ask them to read the passage
and answer the questions in activity A.
3C 2 Elicit only brief answers to the question Do
you agree? as the question will be explored more
fully in TALK ABOUT IT.

3C 3 Students may give answers such as, I think a
device that monitors a baby’s breathing is very
useful.

3 READING A / B / C Answers
A 1 He was testing how far he could swim
underwater on one breath. While he was doing
this he became unconscious and sank to the
bottom of the pool.
2 An electronic surveillance system called
Poseidon saved him. There were underwater
cameras that recognised that a swimmer was not
moving normally.
3 They will recognise our faces and fingerprints.
They will watch for drowning people, terrorists
carrying bombs, speeding drivers and heart
patients. They will monitor a baby’s breathing and
track children as they go to school. They will send
information to your doctor, your lawyer, your car
mechanic, and the local police.
B 1 unconscious 2 beeped 3 sinking
4 drowning
C 1 (a) check that a baby is breathing properly
(b) patients who have heart problems
(c) watch children as they go to school to check
that they are safe (d) regularly checked by
machines
2 He says that machines are already monitoring us.
3 Students’ own answer

4 TALK ABOUT IT

Break the discussion into two halves. In other
words, elicit answers to the first question before
going on to the second. With regard to the first
question, ask students to quote any sentences that
show how the writer really feels. The final sentence,
‘They’ll know all about us,’ does in fact suggest that
the writer is worried that there may be too much
surveillance at some time in the future.

Key words / expressions
• consumer • issue • consultant
• to take place • store • CD • constant
• radio signal • to link • unique • to identify
• shoplifting • shoplifter • item
• shop assistant • to trigger • security system
• manufacturer • business • baggage
• efficient • service • constant
• tag = a small piece of paper or plastic that is
fastened to something and gives information
about it.
• microchip = a very small piece of silicon (a
chemical element) that contains the electrical
connections for making a computer work.
• smart tag = RFID tag (that communicates
with a computer).
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The Audio text is in the Workbook (page 66).
5A Begin by using the picture on the left to

explain what an RFID (radio frequency
identification) tag is. Explain that it is a very
small object that can be placed in objects,
animals or even people. It sends out a signal to
a computer, so that the computer can follow it
wherever it goes – each signal is unique and is
easily identified.
Now ask the class to describe the pictures. In
the middle picture a boy is shoplifting.
The picture on the right shows baggage at an
airport. Use the pictures to teach the
vocabulary items to shoplift, shoplifter, baggage.
Ask students how they think RFID tags can
end shoplifting and find lost airline baggage.
Elicit answers but don’t tell students if they are
right or wrong. Tell them they will listen to a
passage about RFID tags and this will give
them the answer.

5B Tell students to use their dictionaries in order
to match the words with their definitions.
Alternatively, teach the meaning of these words
and other key words and expressions from the
box above. It will probably be helpful to
students if they are taught some of the more
difficult words that appear in the listening
passage.

Picture notes / Background information
The full name for RFID tags is radio frequency
identification tags. An RFID tag is a small object
that can be attached to or incorporated into a
product, animal or person. Each RFID tag
contains a computer chip and antenna which
can be read by a scanner — each item contains
a unique identification number. The picture on
the left is of an RFID tag. The picture in the
middle shows a boy shoplifting. The right hand
picture shows airline baggage piling up in the
baggage hall of an airport. When the baggage
arrives from the plane it is put onto a carousel
(named after the fairground entertainment),
from which passengers collect their own
suitcases.

RFID tags have many uses. In libraries,
security gates can check that a book with an
RFID tag in it has been properly checked out.

The tags can be used to sort goods into
different categories. Wherever a piece of airline
luggage is in the world, if it has an RFID tag, it
can be found by a scanner which sends a signal
back to the computer. Tags are commonly used
for animal identification, buried under a dog’s
skin for example. Similarly, the tags can be used
to monitor prisoners on parole.

Although RFID tags are undeniably of great
potential benefit, those who oppose their use
fear their potential for misuse. For example,
companies or governments could make everyone
carry a card (or even insert the tags under
people’s skins) as a means of discovering what
they are doing at any time of day or night. The
potential for using the tags as a way of
controlling people is very great and needs to be
thought about.

On the other hand, tags can be very useful,
enabling companies to keep track of deliveries
and stocks over entire distribution networks.
For articles and information on RFID tags, go to
these websites:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/technology/424727
5.stm
http://www.theregister.co.uk/2003/06/27/rfid_
chips_are_here/
http://www.rfidjournal.com/
http://www.channel4.com/news/2003/07/week
_4/28_chips.html

5 LISTEN IN B / C / D / E Answers
B 1 (h) microchip 2 (c) unique
3 (e) to shoplift 4 (d) manufacturer
5 (f ) consumer 6 (a) to trigger 7 (g) constant
C 1 (f ) 2 (a) 3 (b) 4 (d) 5 (e) 6 (c)
D RFID tags can end shoplifting in the following
way: If a shopper pays for an item, the shop
assistant ‘kills’ the tag so that it no longer sends
out a signal. However, if you don’t pay, the signal
from the smart tag will trigger the security system
as you walk out of the store. RFID tags can find
lost airline baggage because each RFID tag signal
sends out a constant radio signal to computers.
Each signal is unique and is easily identified. If a
piece of luggage has an RFID tag, it is very easy to
identify it, wherever it is.
E 1 RFID tags will make it very easy to catch
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grows, we will find that we are watched everywhere
we go. Do we want to lose our privacy?

3Technology is not always reliable. Mistakes can
be made with disastrous results.

4These methods provide a way to control people.
Governments and the police may misuse these
methods.

7 PORTFOLIO WRITING

Tell students to write the story in the present
simple tense. Explain that the present simple tense
can sometimes be used to tell a story – it is a way
of making it more dramatic.

If you think they will have difficulty inventing a
story, put them into pairs or small groups, to come
up with an idea. Elicit the ideas, and write the best
ones on the board in note form. You may want to
use the writing model below as a way of providing
a stimulus for the class.

Writing model

6 CONTROVERSY See Role cards, Page 60 WB

Read the notes about this section in the
Introduction. This is a general debate about the use
of both RFID tags and CCTV cameras. Divide the
class into small groups – group A and group B.
Group A and B should sit next to each other so
that they can work together. Ask them to write
down their arguments. Elicit the arguments and
write them on the board as notes. Students can
then have their debate. Below are suggestions of
arguments for and against.

Arguments in favour of RFID tags and CCTV
cameras:
1 CCTV cameras help to catch criminals and
terrorists. (Give examples). They are caught on
camera and the police are able to identify them.

2 RFID help to catch shoplifters. This is really
helpful to shop owners.

3 RFID tags help to track luggage and any product
being delivered anywhere in the world.

4They tell manufacturers how many of their
products they have sold so they can order more in
time.

Arguments against RFID tags and CCTV
cameras:
1 RFID tags and CCTV cameras provide a huge
amount of information about us. Criminals (and
possibly the government) can find this information
and misuse it.

2 If the use of RFID tags and CCTV cameras

shoplifters. Also, when an item with an RFID tag
is bought from a shop, a computer can recognise
this and quickly order another from the
manufacturer. This will keep prices down.
2 RFID tags can follow your airline baggage
round the world so that it doesn’t get lost.
3 If the tag signal is not killed at checkout, every
time you wear the item with the tag,
manufacturers will know exactly where you are.
Many see this is an invasion of privacy. They ask
who will use this information? The police? Other
interested people?

Sophia unlocks her front door and walks inside
her small flat. She puts her hands to her face
and starts to cry. Then she remembers that a
camera is watching her. She doesn’t want them
to see her crying. Where can she go? The only
place is the bathroom – but at least she has
privacy there.

She has a warm bath and lies in the water
and cries. Her boyfriend has left her. They
have been together for five years and only two
months ago they were talking about marriage.
Her life seemed perfect. Then this morning he
rang her at work. ‘I’m leaving you,’ he said.
‘Our relationship isn’t working.’ She couldn’t
protest because there were people all around
her, listening. Also, there were others listening
— she knew that. It was routine for her bosses
to listen to their employees’ telephone calls.

Sophia dries herself and dresses. The phone
rings and she answers it. It’s her boyfriend,
Matt. ‘I meant it,’ he says. ‘I’m leaving you.
I’m coming round this evening to pick up my
things.’ The idea is unbearable. Sophia goes
and stays with her parents for the night so that
she won’t see Matt — he has a key to the flat.

The next evening, after work, she returns
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8 PHYSICS in English Page 31 SB

Elicit the fact / explain that Physics is the science
that deals with heat, light and other forms of
energy and how they affect objects. Find out from
the class who enjoys / enjoyed Physics and is / was
good at it.

The class will probably feel that this text looks
very difficult at first sight. Reassure students and
tell them that they will find the diagram very
helpful in explaining the text. Explain that the
numbered words in bold in the text refer to the
diagram numbers, and that the illustrations help to
explain the meaning of the words.

To make the text as easy as possible for
students, it will be helpful to pre-teach / check
students understand these words: image, to record,
cable, to store, to transmit, wave(length), curve,
ionosphere, reflect, medium, space, satellite. Students
can then read the text, using the diagram to help
them. They should then find activity A quite easy
to do.

If there are students in the class who have taken
physics at school, they will have covered topics such
as waves in their own language. This could be an
opportunity to allow the scientists in the class to
explain their speciality to everyone, including the

teacher. As scientists they will already know that a
great deal of scientific literature is in English and
they may need the skill to explain scientific
concepts in English later in their careers. English
for Special Purposes (ESP) was once regarded as
merely a bank of specialist vocabulary, but recently
teaching ESP has developed into discourse
competence – marshalling arguments, describing
diagrams and processes, for example. Parts of the
IELTS exam for entry into English-speaking
universities concentrate on these skills.

to her flat. The phone rings and she picks it
up, hoping that it is Matt. ‘I hear your
boyfriend’s left you,’ says a voice. ‘Well, there
are lots of other men available. Me, for
example.’

Key words / expressions
• image • to record • cable • signal
• analogue / digital • reflect
• video cassette • to store • to transmit
• to link • curve
• wave = the way in which sound, light, a radio
signal etc travels
• radio waves • short / medium / long
wavelengths • ground / sky / space waves

• ionosphere = the region of the earth’s upper
atmosphere

• satellite = an object that is sent into space
to travel round the Earth in order to receive
and send information

8 PHYSICS in English A / B Answers
A 1 produce    2 Computers    3 signal    4 two
5 digital    6 ground waves, sky waves and space
waves    7 Space    8 transmitted
B   1 A camera produces an image.
2 Computers store digital signals.
3 A video cassette records the image.
4The ionosphere reflects sky waves.

9 CONVERSATION

Read the notes about this section in the
Introduction. The Language Bank connected to
this activity, (Language Bank 12, Ways of asking
about and describing pictures) may be important
for students who are taking exams. To practise the
language, bring in a good assortment of pictures.
Put students into pairs and ask them to describe the
pictures to another pair, who do not see the
pictures. The pictures can then be displayed and
the second pair can say if the picture was as they
imagined it.

Explain that the task is not only to describe the
picture. It is also to use the subject matter of the
picture as a basis for discussion. If you feel that you
would like students to discuss something other than
surveillance and privacy, use the pictures you have
brought in or other pictures in the book.

10 Your answer:
Students should now have a very good idea of their
own opinion on the matter.

Optional activity: Obtain a copy of 1984 by
George Orwell, and choose three or four short
passages, through which the storyline becomes
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clear. Put the passages in the wrong order. Ask
students to decide what the correct order for the
passages is.

Background information
Benjamin Franklin (1706-90): US statesman,
writer and scientist. He proved that lightning
and electricity were identical. In 1776 he was
actively involved in writing the American
Declaration of independence (from the British).
London terrorists of July 2005: On the
morning of July 7, four suicide bombers
attacked three different trains on the London
Underground, and a London bus. Their bombs
all went off, killing all the bombers. Fifty-two
commuters were killed and 700 people were
badly injured. All the bombers were later
identified, thanks to CCTV cameras that filmed
them outside a station preparing for a trial run
some days before the attack. The bombers
were not foreign terrorists — they were
British.

Workbook answers Pages 14-15 WB

1 Language: present and past tense passives

1A 1 Camera phones are used for many different
things.
2 For example, a new car is taken by a
customer for a test drive.
3 But first, a photo is taken of the customer by
the car salesperson.
4 Sometimes the car isn’t returned by the
customer.
5 The thief is found easily, thanks to the photo
on the camera phone.

1B 1 A man was bitten by a poisonous spider.
2 A photograph of the spider was taken by the
man.
3He started feeling ill and was taken to
hospital by a friend.
4The spider was identified by experts from the
photo on the man’s phone.
5He was then treated by the doctor with the
correct medicine, and his life was saved.

1C 1Were CCTV cameras installed in schools?
2Where are students observed from?
3 Students are not filmed in the classroom.

4 Is the film shown to students and their
parents?
5 Letters of complaint were not written to the
head teachers.
6How was smoking in schools reduced?

2 Use of English

2A 1There are other jobs that RFID tags can do.
2While he was doing this, he became
unconscious.
3 When an item is bought from a shop, the
RFID tag is recognisable by the computer.
4 Are RFID tags something that we really want?
5The doctors didn’t send him home until he
was completely well.

2B 1 (c) try   2 (f ) ruining   3 (a) chip   
4 (h) stadium   5 (g) scanner   6 (d) identify
7 (i) technology   8 (j) problem   9 (b) however
10 (e) privacy

3 Portfolio writing

Students’ own answers

4 Connections

A 1 (b) notice   2 (c) recognise   3 (e) identify   
4 (f ) study   5 (a) glimpse   6 (d) watch

B 1 watch    2 glimpse    3 study    4 recognise   
5 notice    6 identify
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